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INDULGE YOUR
WANDERLUST
Ø

Explore ancient cities and modern metropolises

Ø

Join the locals in celebrating an authentic
Thai festival

Ø

Learn about native elephants

Ø

Visit remote hill-tribe villages that still practice
traditional ways of life

Ø

Cruise among sleepy villages and colorful markets
in the Mekong Delta

Ø

Enjoy a special private Lao welcome ceremony and
dance performance

Ø

Witness the dawn Buddhist alms oﬀering in
Luang Prabang

Ø

Tour with an expert on Southeast Asia’s history
and culture

BUDDHIST CULTURES, TRADITIONAL ART, TRIBAL
PEOPLES, RIVER CRUISE, UNIQUE CEREMONIES, LOY
KRATHONG FESTIVAL, UNESCO SITES, NATIONAL
PARKS, WILDLIFE
This journey represents a return to our roots. Our company was built on pioneering trips
to Southeast Asia, as these countries were just opening up their borders, combining famous
iconic sites with far-flung meanderings. This journey resurrects that spirit, embodying a masterful
synthesis of iconic sights and unique, immersive, cultural experiences.
Venture from the modern metropolis of Bangkok deep into the countryside to witness ancient
ways of life still practiced by secluded hill tribes. Visit local artists deeply invested in their crafts.
Sail deep into wilderness preserves in search of colorful wildlife and foliage. Join in a traditional
festival, celebrated unbroken for centuries, and learn about Buddhist traditions directly from
friendly monks. Soak up the colonial charm of Luang Prabang and, most of all, experience the
unmatched warmth of the local people.
A fascinating contrast of tradition and modernity, Buddhist and animist rituals, cities and
countryside, Southeast Asia still holds the same fascination that drew us to it decades ago. Join us
in rediscovering this beautiful, welcoming and multifaceted corner of Asia.

TRAVEL SOLO

BOOK EARLY. BOOK OFTEN.

We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining
our small group trips.

Reward your travel addiction with 5% discounts for
early bookings and repeat travelers on small group trips.
For details visit www.atj.com/group-trips.

For details visit www.atj.com/group-trips.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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TRIP OVERVIEW

DAILY ITINERARY

boat for a khlong (canal) tour—a wonderful way to observe local life in
Bangkok’s hidden corners. Stop at the artists’ community of Khlong
Bang Luang, a historic enclave of well-preserved wooden homes,
traditional temples, art studios, antique galleries and charming noodle
shops. At the center of Khlong Bang Luang is Baan Silapin (Artists
House), a unique gallery showing a rotating selection of prints, drawings,
photographs, sculpture and everything in between.

Note: Initials B, L, D after each day’s descriptions indicate which meals are included
in the land cost of the trip.

DAY 1 BANGKOK, THAILAND
Welcome to Bangkok, Thailand. Upon arrival, you will be transferred to
our hotel, located on the Chao Phraya River. Settle in and recover from
the long trip or perhaps explore the area on your own.

The remainder of the afternoon is free to relax or explore on your own.
Then reconvene for a welcome dinner at our hotel.

Overnight at The Peninsula Hotel

Overnight at The Peninsula Hotel (B,L,D)

The Peninsula has established itself as one of Bangkok’s finest hotels, winning many
awards and accolades, including “World’s Best Hotel” by the readers of Travel +
Leisure magazine.

DAY 3 BANGKOK / AYUTTHAYA / KHAO YAI

DAY 2 BANGKOK
After an early breakfast, begin our exploration of Bangkok with a visit to
Wat Po, one of Bangkok’s oldest and largest temples. Our early arrival
will allow us to hear the morning chanting of the resident monks.
Continue to the Grand Palace Complex, which includes the Temple of
The Emerald Buddha (Wat Phra Keow), unquestionably a “must” for
every visitor to Bangkok. The Emerald Buddha icon is carved from a
single piece of jade and is one of the holiest religious objects in Thailand
today. The Grand Palace itself, built in traditional Thai architecture
mixed with European designs, was once the official home of the
Kings of Siam.
After a break for lunch at a local riverside restaurant, depart by longtail

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Depart Bangkok this morning for Ayutthaya, approximately one hour
to the north. Founded after the fall of the previous Siamese capitals of
Si Satchanalai and Sukhothai, Ayutthaya flourished as the capital city
of the Thai Kingdom for 400 years until it was invaded and burned
by the Burmese in 1767. It was then that the capital was moved to its
present day site of Bangkok. The ruined city of Ayutthaya is now a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. En route to Ayutthaya, visit Bang-Pa-In,
the King’s Former Summer Residence. Also visit the nearby Wat Nivat,
one of the more intriguing Buddhist temples in Thailand. Wat Nivat was
constructed at the command of King Rama V in 1878 in the style of an
English Gothic church. The temple’s stained glass windows and unusual
architecture make it one of the most distinctive Buddhist temples
anywhere in Thailand.
After lunch, continue driving, steadily gaining elevation, to Khao Yai
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returning to our hotel for some free time.
This evening, return to the park with a naturalist for a nocturnal wildlifespotting safari. The park’s many wild cats, including the civet and leopard,
are most active at night. Several species of native primates are also more
active at night. We may spot wild elephants that usually come to the salt
licks, before returning to our hotel.
Overnight at Kirimaya Resort & Spa (B,L,D)

DAY 5 KHAO YAI / BANGKOK / SUKHOTHAI
This morning, we will drive back to Bangkok to catch our flight to
Sukhothai. En route, stop at Klang Dong for lunch at a favorite local
restaurant in a natural setting.
Upon arrival in Sukhothai, settle into your room and then reconvene for
dinner at the hotel. The rest of the evening is free to relax or explore on
your own.
Overnight at The Legendha Resort (B,L,D)
Inspired by the beauty of a traditional Thai village, The Legendha features teakwood
furniture, colorful local textiles and subtle murals. Large windows look out over the
verdant courtyard, tranquil pool or the Buddhist temple situated on the grounds.
Grand Palace Complex with Wat Phra Kaew, Bangkok.

National Park, Thailand’s second largest nature preserve. Within its
boundaries, dense forests dotted with picturesque waterfalls host a
plentiful supply of wildlife—elephants, tigers, gibbons, deer, wild pigs
and many other species.
Before checking into our hotel, make a brief stop at PB Khao Yai
Winery for a wine tasting. Established in 1989, this winery has become
the center for Thailand’s premium wines and to this day is the country’s
only fully accredited wine producer.
After checking into our comfortable hotel, the remainder of the evening
is at your leisure.

DAY 6 SUKHOTHAI
Today, explore the beautiful UNESCO Historical Park of Sukothai, a
sprawling expanse of lawns, trees and lakes that encompass the ruins
of this ancient capital. In the 13th and 14th centuries, the Sukothai
Kingdom ruled all of northern Thailand. The park covers 27 square
miles and is divided into five zones. The central zone alone contains 21
temples the greatest of which, Wat Mahathat, has 200 pagodas.
After enjoying a local-style lunch at a nearby restaurant, we will return to
our hotel for some free time to relax or explore independently.
Early this evening, reconvene for dinner at a favorite restaurant.
Overnight at The Legendha Resort (B,L,D)

Overnight at Kirimaya Resort & Spa (B,L,D)
Kirimaya, which translates to “illusion of the mountain,” possesses a tranquil
atmosphere that feels worlds away from the bustle of Bangkok. Guests are
immersed in the natural charms of Khao Yai, while still enjoying contemporary
and understated elegance—rooms are decorated with natural silks, linens and local
hardwoods.

DAY 4 KHAO YAI
Today take part in a full-day, private tour of the National Park with
an experienced naturalist. First, head to the Park Visitor Center for an
introduction to the area and then drive deep into the park for a half-day
hike through the lush evergreen forest that dominates the central regions
of the park. If we are lucky as we walk, our guide will help us spot wild
elephants, barking deer, Malaysian sun bears, macaques, forest gibbons
and maybe even an elusive tiger. Don’t forget to look up—Khao Yai also
supports a total of 318 bird species.
After our hike, we will head to Haew Narok, the park’s largest waterfall
and then enjoy a scenic picnic lunch. Then ascend Khao Lame, the second
highest mountain in the park, to savor more unforgettable views, before

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Ayutthaya, once the capital city of Thailand.
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DAY 7 SUKHOTHAI / CHIANG MAI

DAY 9 CHIANG MAI / CHIANG SAEN

After an early breakfast, we will continue our explorations of the area
with a visit to Si Satchanalai Historical Park, located just north of
Sukhothai. A 12th-century Khmer outpost, Si Satchanalai became a
royal residence during the Sukhothai period and an important potteryproducing center.

This morning, enjoy a scenic drive into the mountains north of Chiang
Mai toward Chiang Rai. En route, visit a few hill-tribe villages in the
vicinity of Chiang Dao, the home of the Lisu, Lahu, Hmong and
Karen tribes. Most of these tribes are Sino-Tibetan in origin and have
migrated to Thailand from the likes of China, Tibet and Myanmar
(Burma) to these remote hills where they are allowed to carry on their
centuries-old customs and practices free from persecution.

Visit highlights of the historical park including Wat Chedi Chet Thaeo, a
mausoleum built to enshrine the remains of the ruling families, and Wat
Chang Lom, one of the largest and best-preserved temples in the area.
Then enjoy an early lunch at a local restaurant near the park.
Next, stop in the town of Lampang, (3 hour drive) an important center
of the international teak trade during the British Raj. The local teak
merchants sponsored the construction of more than a dozen impressive
temples here. Visit a few of the most impressive ones—Wat Phra, That
Lampang Luang and Wat Phra Kaeo Don Tao, which once housed the
sacred Emerald Buddha, now in Bangkok.
Then continue driving to Chiang Mai. Founded in the 13th century,
Chiang Mai has long played a role in Thai history. Historically
influenced by Thai, Burmese, Lao and hill-tribe forces, its culture reflects
an exotic blend of styles, currently evolving as Chiang Mai embraces
its burgeoning role as a contemporary economic center. After checking
into our hotel, the rest of the evening is then free to explore Chiang Mai
independently or simply relax.

Upon arrival in Chiang Rai, visit Wat Rong Khun, also known as the
“White Temple.” A lifetime project of artist, Chalermchai Kositpipat,
this temple exhibits a unique blend of traditional Buddhist art and
contemporary themes. It is almost entirely white and decorated with
small pieces of mirrored glass, which adds substantially to the temple’s
spacious and airy feel.
After lunch, continue driving to Chiang Saen. After arrival at our
beautiful accommodations, the remainder of the day is free for you
to relax and enjoy the many amenities of the resort, or to explore
independently. Later this evening, we will reconvene for dinner at
our hotel.

Overnight at the Anantara Chiang Mai Resort (B,L)
This exquisite retreat on the banks of the Mae Ping River is an oasis of tranquility
in the heart of Chiang Mai. It features contemporary Asian design in muted tones,
beautiful lighting, private courtyards, breathtaking views, stylish amenities and
outstanding service.

DAY 8 CHIANG MAI
After breakfast, embark on a walking tour of Chiang Mai beginning in
the Wat Ket area. Walk past beautiful, old shop-houses, the fascinating
Wat Ket temple museum and a Christian church that rubs shoulders with
the Buddhist temples. Then cross the Ping River and enter the Warorot
Market, overflowing with colorful flowers, pungent spices and friendly,
bustling crowds. Venture into nearby Chinatown to visit the beautiful
Chinese shrines of Ong Thao Kong and Kad Luang, and the Chinese
Muslim Ban Haw Mosque.

Haew Narok, Khao Yai National Park’s largest waterfall.

Overnight at the Anantara Resort and Spa Golden Triangle (B,L,D)

This afternoon, visit several teak, Lanna-style houses and some of
Chiang Mai’s most revered Buddhist temples and shrines, including Wat
Chiang Man, Wat Phra Singh and Wat Chedi Luang. At Wat U Mong,
a forest monastery, we will sit down with a resident monk to learn about
Thai Buddhism.

This award-winning resort is an intimate retreat in the heart of the Golden Triangle, set
riverside amidst two hundred acres of tropical gardens hosting splendid views. Designed
by renowned architect Bill Bensley, it incorporates the latest trends in contemporary design
with the rustic charm of Northern Thailand. Rooms are finished in silks, regional
cottons, wooden accents and Thai art.

This evening, join the locals in celebrating the colorful and engaging
Loy Krathong Festival. Loy (“to float”) Krathong (“a leaf cup”) honors
both Buddhist traditions and the ancient water spirit of Mae Kong Ta,
the Mother Waters of the Ganges River, by releasing floating offerings
of flowers, candles and incense on the river. It is speculated that the Loy
Krathong tradition was inherited from Hindu India, but the present
form was developed by the Thais at Sukhothai to honor the rains that
watered the earth and to wash away the sins of the previous year.

DAY 10 CHIANG SAEN

Overnight at Anantara Chiang Mai Resort (B,L)

After an early breakfast, participate in a mahout (elephant handler)
training program at the Anantara’s Elephant Camp. Elephant health,
happiness and welfare are the primary concerns of this camp, which also
acts as a refuge for orphaned and rescued baby elephants.
The training program begins by introducing yourself to your elephant with
a snack to ensure your friendship gets off on the right foot. Then spend the
morning feeding and bathing your elephant.
Afterwards, visit the Opium Museum before returning to our hotel with

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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Overnight at the Luang Say Residence (B,L,D)
Boasting 24 exquisitely appointed luxury suites in six stand-alone pavilions, the
Luang Say Residence offers a contemporary interpretation of life in the French
colonial era.

DAY 13 LUANG PRABANG
This morning, take a leisurely walking tour of the historic World
Heritage Site of old Luang Prabang, exploring its beautifully preserved
temples and homes. Begin with a visit to Wat Visounalat, known as
“the Watermelon Stupa,” as well as the ornate Wat Mai, and Wat
Xieng Thong, an exquisite 400-year-old royal monastery complex.
This afternoon, visit the National Museum, located in the former Palace
of Luang Prabang’s royal family. Its quirky collection includes a replica
of the Prabang, a golden Buddha from Cambodia that gives the town
its name, gifts from heads of state, as well as lovely murals of Lao life in
shimmering mosaics and oils. Then climb all 328 steps up Phousi Hill to
savor the remarkable, panoramic views of the area.

Chiang Mai

the rest of the day free to relax or explore on your own. Dinner will be
at our hotel this evening.

Late this afternoon, we will be treated to the refined grace of a
touching private baci ceremony. In this authentic ritual, locals offer their
foreign visitors tidings of good luck for their travels, gently tying cords
symbolizing luck and friendship around their wrists. Returning to our
hotel, we’ll have some time to relax and freshen up before a command
performance of the Luang Prabang Royal Ballet in the Theatre Hall
beside the National Palace. In 1975, after 15 centuries of annual

Overnight at the Anantara Resort and Spa Golden Triangle (B,L,D)

DAY 11 CHIANG RAI / PAKBENG, LAOS
Early this morning, we will be transferred to the Thai/Lao Border at
Chiang Kong, a drive of about one and a half hours. Here, we’ll cross
the Mekong River via the Friendship Bridge into Ban Houey Xai, Laos.
From here, depart on a cruise down the Mekong River to Pakbeng. As
we sail through the stunning mountain scenery we will stop at a few
ethnic minority villages.
We will arrive in Pakbeng in the late afternoon and settle into our rustic
but charming traditional lodge. Reconvene for dinner on the terrace,
overlooking the Mekong River.
Overnight at Luang Say Lodge (B,L,D)
Built in traditional Lao style in a peaceful jungle setting on the shores of the Mekong,
this boutique property features comfortable individual bungalows with views of lush
riverside gardens and the Mekong valley.

DAY 12 PAKBENG / LUANG PRABANG
After breakfast, we will re-board our riverboat and continue sailing
downriver to Luang Prabang. En route, stop at the Pak Ou Caves, a
mystical pilgrimage site perched high above the Mekong River. Peering
into dark corners, your eyes will adjust to reveal the serene faces and lithe
bodies of over 3,000 Buddhas, some inlaid with semiprecious stones.
The fact that these remain undisturbed, in one of the world’s poorest
countries is a tribute to the devotion of the local people. We will also stop
in the rice whiskey producing village of Ban Sang Hai to learn how this
traditional Lao spirit is made.
We will reach Luang Prabang late this afternoon. The Lao capital is
considered one of the jewels of Asia, with beautiful mountain scenery
and a mixture of both French and Lao Buddhist architecture. The heart
of the town is wedged between the Mekong and Nam Kanh Rivers.
Every neighborhood has scores of smiling faces and its own monastery.
After checking into our hotel, the rest of the day is free to explore on
your own. Reconvene for a sumptuous dinner at a favorite restaurant
this evening.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Wat Mai, Luang Prabang
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After clearing immigration and customs, we will be met and privately
transferred to our familiar luxury riverside hotel. This evening, enjoy a
sumptuous farewell dinner at the hotel restaurant.
Overnight at The Peninsula Hotel – Bangkok (B,D)
The Peninsula Bangkok has established itself as one of Bangkok’s finest hotels,
winning many awards and accolades, including “World’s Best Hotel” by the readers
of Travel + Leisure Magazine.

DAY 16 DEPART BANGKOK
Today, return to the airport for your flight home or to begin an extension
to another fabulous destination in Asia or the Pacific. (B)

Pak Ou Caves on the Mekong River.

performances, the Theatre was banned, and the master artists and
teachers had to look for other work. In 1993, after an absence of more
than 15 years, the Institution of Cultural Research and the Provincial
Government Office in Luang Prabang established a committee to revive
limited performances of Phra-Lak Phra-Lam for festivals. In 2002, the
theatre was re-established, and has been performing at home and abroad
since. The show consists of 5 different plays and involves 41 artists.
Overnight at Luang Say Residence (B,L)

DAY 14 LUANG PRABANG & SURROUNDING AREAS
After breakfast, we will start the day with a visit to the Traditional Arts
and Ethnology Centre, a museum dedicated to the ethnic minorities of
Laos. Then we’ll drive into the peaceful countryside, stopping to explore
several villages along the way, including Hmong, Khmu, and Lowland
Lao villages.
The Lowland Lao of Ban Sa-aat live on the banks of the Mekong and
its tributaries. They speak Lao, which is closely related to the Thai
spoken in Thailand. Ban Pano is home to the Khmu people, who were
the original inhabitants of northern Laos. They are animists and speak
a language belonging to the Austro-Asiatic group of languages. In Ban
Long Lao, you will see H’mong and Khmu people living peacefully side
by side. The H’mong settlers were the most recent to come to Laos.
They built their villages on the mountaintops and practice shifting
cultivation of corn and other crops.
Each tribe lives according to its own unique customs. In each village, local
guides will show us around and introduce us to the traditional architecture,
dress, crafts and livelihoods of their villages.
Continue on to the Kuang Si waterfalls. At the falls, crystal water
cascades into idyllic turquoise pools. Bring a bathing suit if you would
like to take a dip. Also, take time to visit the nearby Sun Bear Rescue
Center and learn about these endangered animals.
Overnight at Luang Say Residence (B,L,D)

DAY 15 LUANG PRABANG / BANGKOK
Today is free to explore on your own or simply relax at the hotel. Late
afternoon, reconvene to transfer to the airport for our flight back
to Bangkok.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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SEASONED EXPERTS
2. WHAT IS THE GROUP SIZE?
We travel in small groups, between 6 and 18 participants. We strive
to provide the best possible travel experience and believe large groups
preclude an intimate cultural experience. Please note that we reserve
the right to add special guests to any departure, including those
with the maximum number of participants. If a group falls below
6 participants, your Travel Expert will contact you to discuss your
options—either converting the itinerary to a Custom Journey or
transferring your booking to another Small Group Departure. Per our
Terms & Conditions, we cannot be held responsible for additional
expenses (air ticket changes and fees, visa fees, medical expenses, etc.)
incurred by group members whose trip is cancelled or re-scheduled
for any reason. We strongly advise against the purchase of nonchangeable and/or non-refundable airfares and urge you to purchase
comprehensive travel insurance.

Hmong villagers

3. HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS TRIP?

TOUR LEADERS

This tour is an in-depth but gently paced exploration. There will be
some days of easy trekking or city walking tours. Expect hot, humid
conditions at times.

Our hand-picked Tour Leaders are the best in the business, possessing
an unparalleled understanding of our destinations’ art, culture and
history. They also boast skills in one of the most important parts of any
trip—human interaction. That, along with their intimate knowledge and
enthusiasm, distinguishes our Tour Leaders from others in the industry.

4. WHAT ABOUT THE WEATHER?
Temperatures in Thailand range from 65-90°F and a more moderate
75–80°F in Laos. The temperature drops in the evenings so be sure to
bring a jacket. Rain is unlikely but possible.

5. SHOULD I EXERCISE BEFORE GOING ON
THE TRIP?

“Our Tour Leader was tremendous. His English and knowledge were
excellent and his personality and sense of humor were delightful. In
addition, he was always professional in his appearance and demeanor.”
— Tim and Betsy M., Small Group Travelers, 2016

Most reasonably fit people will have no problem completing the activities
in this program. But the answer is yes. It is always good to begin a journey
in as good a shape as possible. It will contribute to your general well-being
and enjoyment of the trip. More important than your physical condition,
though, is a flexible attitude.

6. WHAT ABOUT SHOPPING?

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Shop for silk, handicrafts and baskets. Jewelry and textiles are also
local favorites. Please buy cautiously: gemstones or antiques may not
be authentic. Please refrain from purchasing products derived from
endangered species.

We have been running trips in Thailand and Laos for over two decades.
Our expertise makes us the tour operator of choice in Thailand and
Laos for the American Museum of Natural History, and Harvard, Yale
and Princeton Alumni Associations, as well as discerning travelers.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. WHERE DO WE STAY?
We’ll stay in a combination of superb small boutique hotels, charming
lodges and top-of-the line international standard hotels. Size and location
of rooms may vary and room categories may differ depending on
departure and availability.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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THE FINE PRINT
INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

Guaranteed departures for all group trips with a minimum of
6 passengers.

All airfare. Estimates do not include current taxes and surcharges and
are subject to change without notice.

Twin-sharing accommodations. In the unlikely event that specified hotels
are not available for a given departure, we reserve the right to make
suitable same-class substitutions without notice.

Visas. It is your responsibility to obtain visas for Thailand and Laos and
any additional destinations visited during your travels.
Please visit www.atj.com/travel-resources for assistance.

Single Supplement: A single supplement must be paid under the
following conditions: 1. If single accommodations are requested, (once
requested, single supplement changes are not allowed without prior
approval, or penalties may apply) or: 2. If we cannot match you with a
same gender roommate, or: 3. If you reject your roommate either before
or during the trip (a room of your own is not guaranteed in this instance,
and is subject to availability).

All snacks, extra personal beverages & bottled water, etc. other than
during designated group meals.

Meals as designated on the itinerary, when taken with the group. Nonalcoholic beverages, bottled water and local beer included with all group
meals. Bottled water included during all touring.
Airport transfers for group flights; all transfers to and from hotels for
group activities and sightseeing tours unless you separate
from the group after the completion of the group activity.
All tips for ground staff, drivers, and hotel porters, etc. (for groups of 6
or more) Members requiring special or additional services from ground
staff should plan to tip accordingly.
Entrance fees, camera fees, domestic and international airport departure
taxes for group flights, domestic permits.
Pre-departure materials, including a customized Travel Guide with
background information, packing list, cultural primer, medical information
and reading list.
A $300,000 Emergency Medical Evacuation policy, and a
$5,000 Emergency Medical Insurance and Assistance policy.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Passport, video fees, excess baggage fees, laundry, medical and
evacuation expenses and any other items of a personal nature
not specifically included above.
Tips for your tour leader are not included but are greatly appreciated.
We suggest as a guideline the figure of $20 per person per day.
ADDITIONAL INSURANCE OF ANY KIND, including trip
cancellation/interruption/delay, air ticket cancellation, additional
medical and lost baggage insurance. (We highly recommend that you
purchase these items!)
Any and all expenses resulting from delays arising beyond our direct
control due to weather, trail, river, sea, and/or road conditions; sickness;
government action; and any other transportation delays for any reason
beyond our direct control. Sufficient funds should be carried for this
possibility. Credits may not be available for group arrangements missed
for the above reasons.
Optional activities, free-day activities, including any additional stopover
arrangements not specifically included in the group itinerary. We can of
course make additional arrangements for you. Extra charges will apply.
Note: All costs subject to change. Itinerary and all terms and conditions subject to
change without notice, either before departure or after commencement of the program.
Due to frequent changes in air schedules and the complex nature of this itinerary, the
possibility does exist that the order of events may change from what is reflected herein.
All programs are subject to the ‘Terms & Conditions’ and ‘Responsibilities’ sections
of our sign-up packet.
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BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE

Kuang Si waterfalls

TRIP OVERVIEW

TRIPS AT A GLANCE

INTERNAL AIR
Prices are approximate and subject to change until ticketed.

INCLUDES
Lovely accommodations, expert tour leadership, most meals, medical and
evacuation insurance, etc. See Inclusions for complete list.

Departure
Date

Land
Cost

Internal
Air

Single
Supplement

Nov 15 - 30, 2018

$8,815

$485

$3,700

Nov 6 – 21, 2019*

$9,255

$510

$3,885

INTERNATIONAL AIR
Please call our in-house air department for a current quote.

DESTINATIONS

*Dates and rates are subject to change if booked more than 10 months in advance.
We recommend you do not purchase non-refundable/severe penalty air tickets prior to
confirmation.

Thailand: Bangkok, Khao Yai, Sukothai, Chiang Mai, Chiang Saen
Laos: Pakbeng, Luang Prabang, Mekong River

CUSTOMIZE IT
This journey can be made on a private basis around your dates for just
you, your friends or family. Or add on a private pre-trip or
post-trip extension.

BOOK YOUR TRIP

TRAVEL SOLO

Call or email a Travel Expert to collaborate on creating
your custom trip of a lifetime.

We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining our small group
trips. For details visit www.atj.com/group-trips.

travel@atj.com
800-642-2742

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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